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lvete1101
2020

Introduction to public health and
economy

Due to the COVID-19 crisis, the information below is subject to change, in particular that concerning the teaching mode
(presential, distance or in a comodal or hybrid format).

3 credits 30.0 h Q2

Teacher(s) Dehoux Jean-Paul ;Philippe François-Xavier ;

Language : French

Place of the course Louvain-la-Neuve

Aims The contribution of this Teaching Unit to the development and command of the skills and learning outcomes of the programme(s)
can be accessed at the end of this sheet, in the section entitled “Programmes/courses offering this Teaching Unit”.

Evaluation methods Due to the COVID-19 crisis, the information in this section is particularly likely to change.
written examinations (one per part)

Teaching methods Due to the COVID-19 crisis, the information in this section is particularly likely to change.
Lectures and conferences (n=5)

Content The course consists of 3 parts:

- A 10-hour lecture course on an introduction (i) to the concept of "One Health, One World; (ii)  to tropical breeding
and the basic principles of animal experimentation.

- A series of conferences (5 x 2 hours) covering the presentation of tAFSCA, SCIENSANO, ARSIA and the
development of the milk sector, influenza and slaughterhouse industries.

- An introduction to economy (10 hours).

Inline resources Moodle:power point and PDF files for the lectures and the conferences

Bibliography
• cours Moodle

Moodle: cours et conférences

Other infos The Veterinary Public Health course aims to give an overview of the veterinary profession other than that of
conventional practitioner "small or large animals".

Important information about the written exam:

- The exam is composed of 2 parts, one will be provided by Prof.Philippe for his course and the other will be
provided by Prof.Dehoux encompassing his course and the subjects given by the 5 speakers. The exam will consist
of 10 questions per party. Prof Dehoux’s exam will include 7 questions on his course and 3 on the subject given
by the speakers.

- Failing to validate one of the two parts (with a score less than or equal to 7) automatically gives a final score
of 7/20 or lower, even if the arithmetic average is higher. Partial dispensations valid for the sessions of the same
academic year are possible if one, but not the other part of the course is successful, after request and written
agreement of the Profs (by @mail).

Faculty or entity in

charge

VETE
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Programmes containing this learning unit (UE)

Program title Acronym Credits Prerequisite Aims

Bachelor in Veterinary Medicine VETE1BA 3

https://sites.uclouvain.be/archives-portail/ppe2020/en-prog-2020-vete1ba.html
https://sites.uclouvain.be/archives-portail/ppe2020/en-prog-2020-vete1ba-cours_acquis_apprentissages.html

